Appendix II

Situational Test (Post - Test)

Name of Student Teacher: ______________________________________________
Roll No: ________ Age: ________ Educational Qualification: _______________

Dear Student Teachers,

This Situational Test has 10 questions in total. Each of them describes a situation that you might have come across in every day life and followed by related questions to the situation.

Read each of the situation carefully and write down your response according to the situation.

The information and data provided by you will be used exclusively for the research purpose and will be kept secret. So, please answer without any fear whatever and exactly as you would act or behave in real life.

Do you have any doubt or questions about the task you are supposed to carry out? If Yes, Please feel free to ask the investigator.

1) You are higher secondary teacher in Shree Vidhyalaya. School principal called you and assign task to organize educational tour for higher secondary students and you don’t have any experience for such work.

i) What was your first response to your self?

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

ii) How did you feel at that time?

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
iii) What did you do? Why?

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

2) i) Who is taking most of decision of your life? Why?

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

ii) What is your first reaction to their decision? Why?

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

3) You had completed task given by school principal for organizing education tour. Educational tour almost was well organized. But one of your colleague tried to bring minor mistakes done in organization of educational tour in your notation.

i) What was your first reaction to him? Why?

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

ii) How did you behave with him? Why?

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------
4) You appeared for competitive examinations at State level. You did good preparation for examination. You appeared with confidence but you were not able to clear that examination.

i) What was your first reaction? Why? (How did you feel?)

ii) What did you say to your self? Why?

5) Below some shapes are given. Use those shapes and make maximum figures you can make.
6) As per your routine, you are on morning walk. You see that an old man is shivering due to illness on road side and people are just passing from there and not paying any attention to him.

i) What is your first response?

ii) What do you do? Why?

iii) Which kind of feeling you experience when you look at an old man? Why?

7) You are good in mathematics in your class. One student sitting near to you has some difficulty in mathematics but he hesitates to ask to teacher. You come to know about his difficulty.

i) What do you do?
ii) What was reason behind your such kind of behaviour?

[Blank lines]

8) Today, you have competitive examination. You prepared for that examination from last one year. Your sister is suffering from fear and no body at home to take care of.

i) Which kind of feeling you experience in such situation?

[Blank lines]

ii) Which thinking process going on in your mind? (Write steps, if you follow)

[Blank lines]

iii) How do you take decision?

[Blank lines]

iv) What do you do? Why?

[Blank lines]
9) List out your strengths? Why?


10) List out your weaknesses? Why?


